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            	[image: Seagrass meadows provide food for marine herbivores and nursey habitats for many fish species. ]
                        				Hungry herbivores threaten subtropical seagrass meadows
                        			

               
	[image: Frank Müller-Karger’s captivating career path went from a budding interest in whale research to pioneering work in studying phytoplankton blooms via satellite technology. He was recently recognized as a Distinguished University Professor at USF.]
                        				Frank Müller-Karger, Distinguished University Professor, recognized for pioneering
                        scientific research and leadership
                        			

               
	[image: The newly funded Florida Regional Ecosystems Stressors Collaborative Assessment project will focus on climate impacts to South Florida’s coastal and marine ecosystems. Photo credit: Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary.]
                        				USF to tackle environmental challenges through new initiative with Tampa Bay Wave
                        and the St. Petersburg Innovation District
                        			

               
	[image: The seventeen student presentations covered research into biological, chemical, geological, and physical oceanography, from fish spawning to satellite monitoring.]
                        				CMS celebrates 40 years of Graduate Student Symposiums 
                        			

               
	[image: Organized by researchers at the USF College of Marine Science, the Collaborative Oceanographic Research & Education (CORE) cruise gave students from the USF St. Petersburg campus and St. Petersburg College the opportunity to apply their skills aboard a five-day cruise on the Florida Institute of Oceanography’s R/V Weatherbird II.  ]
                        				Ocean research cruise trains tomorrow’s marine scientists through hands-on fieldwork
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                  			[image: The Florida Flood Hub for Applied Research and Innovation, Mangrove shoreline, Coastal Resilience]
                  		

            
               The Florida Flood Hub for Applied Research and Innovation

               The Flood Hub is a first in Florida. Established by the state and based at the University
                  of South Florida College of Marine Science, it bridges the gap between scientists,
                  policymakers, practitioners, and the public to help communities mitigate and adapt
                  to flooding risks. The Flood Hub’s goal is to improve flood forecasting and inform
                  science-based policy, planning, and management decisions.

               Learn more about the Flood Hub 
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         [image: The seventeen student presentations covered research into biological, chemical, geological, and physical oceanography, from fish spawning to satellite monitoring.]

         
                     
                  CMS celebrates 40 years of Graduate Student Symposiums
                  

            Tuesday, February 13,         
               2023
               

            The breadth of topics covered during the 2024 Graduate Student Symposium illustrates
               the impressive scope of science conducted at the College of Marine Science.

         

      
      
         [image: Student Macarena Martin Mayor working on spectrophotometric techniques in the Byrne lab.]

         
                    
                  Six CMS students awarded the 2024 SAML student award
                  

            Tuesday, January 30,         
               2024
               

            Six students from the USF College of Marine Science received the Southern Association
               of Marine Laboratories (SAML) Student Awards for 2024.
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         [image: Seagrass meadows under threat from herbivores migrating from warm waters]

         
                     
                  Seagrass meadows under threat from herbivores migrating from warm waters
                  

            Tuesday, March 12,         
               2024
               

            Subtropical seagrass meadows, the underwater ecosystems that play a crucial role in
               marine biodiversity, face a new threat as the ocean warms.

         

      
      
         [image: Researchers conducted a series of coordinated experiments in seagrass beds spanning six countries and 23 degrees of latitude.]

         
                    
                  Seagrasses in the Gulf of Mexico could be overgrazed by migrating herbivores due to
                  warming waters
                  

            Monday, March 11,         
               2024
               

            As oceans warm and organisms that feed on seagrasses move north, they could overgraze
               parts of the Gulf of Mexico, including areas in the greater Tampa Bay region.

         

      
   



   
            Rising Tides Newsletter
            

   [image: Subscribe to the Rising Tides Newsletter]Sign up to stay up-to-date with the latest news from USF College of Marine Science.
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   [image: Luis Lizcano Sandoval, a PhD student in the lab of Dr. Frank Muller-Karger, uses satellite imagery to study seagrass coverage.]Luis Lizcano Sandoval, a PhD student in the lab of Dr. Frank Muller-Karger, uses satellite
         imagery to study seagrass coverage. Click the image above to learn more.
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